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The Rhetaugh Dumas Visiting
Professorship
Marie Branch (2nd from right) with Minority
Affairs Committee members : Lauretia Henderson,
Sandy Nelson, Eleanor Herrmann and Judy Krauss.
On October 13th and 14th, Marie Foster
Branch visited the Yale School of Nursing
under the aegis of the Dumas Professorship. _
Ms. Branch comes from Los Angeles, California
where she is presently studying Natural
Heal
ing, and works as a free-lance consultant
in
Cultural Diversity in Health Care, Holistic
Health Planning, Preventative Health, Cultural
Diversity in Nursing Curricula, Affirmative
Action Planning, and Recruitment and Retention
of Ethnic Students of Color. Most recently
(1974-1978) she was project director for
the
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Educa
tion, "Models for Introducing Cultural Diver
sity in Nursing Curricula". She is
co-editor
of the book, Providing Safe Nursing Care for
Ethnic People of Color, Appl eton-Century-Crofts,
New York, 1976.
Her lecture, "Graduate Nursing Curricula:
How Must They Change to Address the Health
Care Needs of Ethnic People of Color?", raised
many issues for the faculty to consider in
evaluating the YSN curriculum for ethnic and
cultural inclusion. She met with several
groups of YSN faculty and students during
her
two-day visit and provided stimulating and
thought provoking consultation concerning
every facet of the YSN environment.
YSN at CNA
During the recent Connecticut Nurses
Association convention, four people related
to YSN, participated and received awards. The
first Florence S. Wald Award for excellence in
practice was awarded to Florence Wald, former
Dean of the School; the first Virginia Hender
son Award for outstanding contributions to
research was awarded to Virginia Henderson,
Research Associate Emeritus at YSN; and the
first Vera Keane Award for service to C.N. A.
was awarded to Vera Keane, former Chairperson
of the Maternal Newborn Nursing Program at
YSN. Rachel Rotkovitch, Vice President for
Nursing at Yale-New Haven Hospital and Lecturer
in the School, was the principle speaker at
the awards dinner.
YSN was the third highest of Yale's




in the 1979 -1980 Alumni Fund Drive.
47%
CONGRATULATIONS
to Ma rion Gates, Chairman, all
class agents, and contributors.
Let' s make it 50°Z this year.
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MEDICAL-SURGICAL NURSING AT YSN
As the 2nd in a series of articles on the
various specialties at YSN, this Yale Nurse
features the Medical-Surgical Nursing Program.
In existence only since 1974, the Medical-
Surgical Nursing Program prepares clinical
specialists for advanced practice in acute and
extended care of adults. There have been 31
people to graduate from the program to date.
Program Chairperson, Dorothy Sexton, Ed.D.
describes daily life in the Med-Surg Department
and introduces those who work there.
Each morning Barbara Reif, Administrative
Assistant and I review my calendar and discuss
the work to be typed. I teach Role Develop
ment Seminar in fall semester (second year
students) and the Clinical Research Seminar.
Kathleen "Kay" Flynn, M.S., Assistant Professor
coordinates the first year of the program. She
also teaches courses in Conceptual Basis of
Nursing Practice, Expanded Role of the Clinical
Nurse Specialist and Nursing Management I, and
participates in the physical assessment module.
Patricia "Trisha" Horvath, M.S.N. , Assistant
Professor, Clinical Nurse Specialist in Cardio-
thoracic Nursing and Chris Conforti, 2nd year
student, work with a patient in Surgical ICU.
Trisha developed and coordinates the cardio
vascular nursing specialty. She has a joint
appointment with Yale-New Haven Hospital as
Clinical Nurse Specialist in cardiothoracic
nursing. Trisha coordinates weekly peer review
sessions for students during the final year of
the program. She also participates in the
physical assessment module. She has designed
an elective course in critical care nursing.
Anne Bavier, M.N., Assistant Professor consult
ing with a staff nurse in Medical Clinic. Anne
coordinates the cancer nursing specialty. She
carries a small caseload of patients with hema
tologic cancer. During September-December Anne
teaches and provides clinical supervision for
students in the first year of the Three Year
Program. In the spring term her attention
focuses on the cancer specialty. She is with
students in the cancer seminar and practicum.
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Constance Donovan, M.S.N. , F.A.A.N., Assistant
Professor and Clinical Nurse Specialist in Can
cer Nursing consults with head nurse Nancy Hoey
on 7W Memorial Unit. Connie has a joint
appointment with YSN and Y-NHH. She provides
clinical supervision for students preparing as
cancer nurse specialists. She also partici
pates in the teaching of cancer nursing. Connie
developed and teaches an elective course in
bioethics .
Bonny Libbey Johnson, M.S.N. , Lecturer in
Medical-Surgical Nursing (Cancer Nursing) inter
viewing in Chemo. Clinic. Bonny participates
in the teaching of cancer nursing and provides
some clinical supervision for students. Bonny
also participates in the physical assessment
modul e .
Glee Wahlquist, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
examines a patient in MS Clinic at VA Hospital.
Glee developed and coordinates the neurological
nursing specialty. She helped to initiate a
nurse-clinic at the West Haven VA Hospital
where she manages the care of clients with
multiple sclerosis.
Linda Norton, M.S.N. , Instructor, demonstrates
use of cardiac monitor in the ICU. Linda co
ordinates the pulmonary nursing specialty. She
also participates in the physical assessment
module and provides clinical supervision for
students .
Eleanor Herrmann, Ed . D . , Associate Professor
of Nursing, Lani Guzman, M.Ed., Instructor,
Joy Saunders, M.S., Assistant Professor of
Nursing and Ann Criscuolo, Secretary for Pro
gram
-
Faculty checking paper work with Ann.
Eleanor Herrmann coordinates the medical -
surgical nursing component of the first year
of the Three Year Program. Eleanor, Joy, Lani
and Anne Bavier provide clinical supervision
for students and also teach medical -surgical
nursing.
Lani participates in teaching cardiovas
cular nursing and provides clinical supervision
for students. Eleanor teaches the course
Dimensions of Health Care; Joy teaches Psycho
social Aspects of Care and will be teaching an
elective course in "curriculum and teaching."
And each of these faculty members is in
volved outside YSN, working actively in commun
ity groups, in other teaching situations, and
with professional groups. Many articles and
speeches in each specialty have been written
and published.
Four internal tracks exist in this program.
Trisha Horvath describes her CARDIOVASCULAR
SPECIALTY: "The specialty in cardiovascular
nursing is designed to prepare clinical nurse
specialists to provide quality care to patients
with complex, physical, emotional and socio
economic health care needs. Attention is
directed to populations prone to development
of acute and chronic cardiovascular dysfunction.
Clinical specialists provide care to patients
throughout the course of their illness. There
fore, students' clinical practicums are arranged
in both inpatient and outpatient settings. Cur
rently there are four cardiovascular specialty
students in the second year and seven in the
first year of the program. Of the four second
year students, three are placed at Y-NHH on the
various cardiovascular divisions and one is
placed at the VAH on the cardio-thoracic surgi
cal unit. Their interests are strongly diver
sified which tends to lend well to class dis
cussions and presentations.
The students research efforts, as one could
predict, are clinically oriented ranging from
investigation of coping styles of myocardial
infarction patients to pre-oxygenation of the
intubated patient during suctioning."
Glee Walquist speaks of the NEUROLOGICAL
NURSING SPECIALTY: "The Neurological Nursing
Specialty began in 1979. The neurological
specialty uses a client-centered approach to
the study of concepts common to neurological
nursing practice that range from those asso
ciated with acute-care to those associated with
rehabilitation. The specialty graduated its
first student in 1980, Nancy Catanese, who has
subsequently accepted a position at the Boston
Veterans Administration Hospital, Department of
Neurology as the Nurse Coordinator of their
Epil epsy CI inic."
The CANCER SPECIALTY is coordinated by
Anne Bavier: "The cancer specialty was initiated
in 1978. The outcome standards for cancer nurs
ing serve as the framework for the courses.
Through this framework an understanding of the
nuances of cancer in a specific site (e.g.,
breast is utilized to refine sophisticated
information and individualize care for a speci
fic patient.) Clinical practice is designed to
provide a strong foundation in cancer care.
The foundation areas in which all students must
demonstrate competency in cancer care are:
chemotherapy, radiation therapy, surgical
oncology and medical oncology. Additionally,
experiences at Hospice, and in ambulatory set
tings and community nursing services are avail
able to facilitate student learning. During
this semester students are working with indi
vidual patient caseloads in the interferon re
search study group, the medical oncology ser
vice and the gynecological malignancy service."
PULMONARY NURSING is Linda^Norton ' s spe
cialty: "The pulmonary nursing track was
initiated in 1977-1978. Funding for its de
velopment was provided by a Three-Year develop
ment grant from the American Lung Association.
To date, two students per year have elected
this specialty. Students study advanced nurs
ing content and engage in clinical practice
that includes both the acute and chronic as
pects of pulmonary nursing. Students usually
elect to have their final year practicum in
one placement site - an intensive care unit or
a clinic setting. It is at this time that
client caseloading, consultation and other
aspects of the role of the clinical nurse spe
cialist are emphasized. Thesis topics to date
have dealt with 1) chronic illness and social
interaction and 2) the variables affecting
weaning from mechanical ventilation. The two
graduates of the program are currently working
as a Pulmonary Rehabilitation Clinical Special
ist (J. D'Agostino, 1979) and Program Manager
of Patient Services of the Connecticut Lung
Association (Elizabeth D'Amour, 1980).
Perhaps the most vital aspect of preparing
the pulmonary clinical nursing specialist is
the emphasis on the role of nursing in primary
prevention of chronic disabling pulmonary
diseases .
"
Diversity of activities in this Med-Surg.
program are exemplified in course work, special
presentations and lectures, and student activi
ties.
Kay Flynn says, about her special "ideas"
course: "The giant leap to advanced practice
roles in selected specialties begins with the
first year of the program and core courses.
The first clinical course that focus on expand
ed role dimensions includes conference topics
such as: epigenesis of the clinical specialist,
assessment, clinical decision making. In addi
tion physical diagnosis skills in the classroom
and clinical units set the pace for subsequent
clinical courses.
An 'ideas' course, that students refer to
as 'theories', called 'Conceptual Basis for
Nursing Practice' examines concepts about nurs
ing from descriptive and research literature
within nursing and from related disciplines
that offer a way of thinking about, and prac
ticing nursing toward a theory of nursing.
In this course, an electric approach to
theory-based practice is fostered as concepts
of self-care, crisis intervention, middlessence,
stress, adaptation, holism, existentialism and
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others are studied. Empathy as an interpersonal
concept, and hope as an existential concept often
spark students who are interested in patients
with chronic illness, whereas stress and tech
nology trigger the 'ah ha's' for those focusing
on critical care. Rather than examining the
works of a single nursing author's (theorist's)
concept of nursing, the course encourages stu
dents to examine ideas from their practice and
those of many others who have subjected their
concepts to professional scrutiny via publication.
The cross fertilization of concepts/'theo-
ries' for nursing practice and students with
different interests encourages the individual
student to develop a framework for practice and
research. Commonalities about nursing and ways
of approaching patients emerge regardless of the
selected clinical specialty.
The bonus of teaching such a course at YSN
is that a literature search on nursing's 'theory'
evolution leads to the unearthing of the contri
butions YSN has made to nursing in its theoreti
cal evolution."
Eleanor Herrmann arranged a mock trial for
her students. In preparing for expert testi
mony, she says, "Nurses are becoming more ex
posed to legal proceedings dealing with health
facilities administration, nursing malpractice
and other professional disciplines. In large
measure, the situation can be attributed to the
expanding scope of nursing practice and the
concomittant involvement of nurses in the com
plexities of a changing health care delivery
system. Changing life styles, the impact of
new technology, the knowledge explosion and
better informed consumers of health care are
other factors which affect the potential for
nurses being involved in litigation either as
witnesses or party-defendents. There also
appears to be an increased awareness among
attorneys that nurses can and should be called
as expert witnesses.
In the course entitled 'Dimensions of
Health Care', classes were held to explore dif
ferent circumstances in which nurses might be
called to testify. During one session, a fact
pattern involving a claim of negligence was
discussed and student witnesses were examined
and intensely cross-examined by two attorneys,
David W. Skolnick and Lawrence M. Herrmann who
volunteered their time." (Mr. Skolnick, right
in picture, devotes much of his practice in
New Haven to medical malpractice suits. His
mother is a former supervisor at Yale-New Haven
Hospital. Mr. Herrmann, who has a criminal de
fense practice in New York City, is the husband
of Eleanor Herrmann, the course coordinator.
Both men are graduates of Yale College 1957.)
Connie Donovan brought a special guest to
YSN: "Ms. Virginia Dericks, R.N., M.A., one
of the first clinical nurse specialists in the
country, was invited to the Medical -Surgical
Program to offer consultation to faculty,
medical -surgical students and Yale-New Haven
Hospital clinical nurse specialists.
Discussions centered around developing
Nursing Grand Rounds as a forum for demonstra
ting advanced clinical nursing problem-solving.
Strategies for implementing change and main
taining long term effectiveness were also an
integral part of the deliberations with this
senior clinical leader."
Shirley Girouard '77, a Medical-Surgical
Clinical Specialist, Mary Hitchcock Memorial
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Hospital, was a faculty member at the Second
Annual Clinical Nurse Specialist Conference,
sponsored by the Clinical Specialist Section
of MHMH, held at the Lake Morey Inn and Country
Club, September 25 and 26. She addressed the
group of nurse specialists from throughout the
United States on "Obstacles to Theory-Based
Practice." On October 1st, she gave this same
presentation to the Med-Surg. students in a
class at YSN.
Two YSN Faculty Publications
Two YSN faculty have each written a major
textbook. Helen Varney '63, Associate Professor
and Chairperson of the Maternal Newborn Nursing
Program, has written Nurse-Midwifery (c. 1980,
Blackwell Scientific Publications), the first
and only comprehensive midwifery text in the
U.S. Deborah Ferholt, M.D., Associate Professor
of Nursing and Pediatrics, wrote her text,
Clinical Assessment of Children: A Comprehensive
ApproacTto Primary Pediatric Care (c. 1980,
Lippincott), to fill a similar gap in pediatrics
- the need for a comprehensive approach. She
says, "The term 'comprehensive care' is used to
highlight an approach to health care practice
which rejects a narrow focus on pathology and
medical intervention and emphasizes the broad
scope of health care, including the physical,
emotional, cognitive and social well-being of
the patient. Further, it encompasses the view
that clinicians should not confine themselves
to assessing and treating just the patient, but
rather should pay attention to the family and
community as well." The book is outstanding in
its practical suggestions to the clinician, and
provides examples of what one might say when -
an invaluable aid, (from pages 187-189).
The parent's behavior
The parent's emotional state during a
child's physical examination can be the key to
its success or failure. A calm parent can sup
port even a very frightened child, whereas an
anxious parent may cause a confident child to
become tense. During the interview it is use
ful to learn about the parent's attitude toward
the health evaluation, make an assessment of
his or her emotional state (including how angry
or nervous the parent is), and note how pre
occupied the parent is with other problems.
If parents feel secure in their ability to
perform adequately as parents, they usually will
stay calm, support the practitioner in completing
whatever parts of the physical examination are
necessary, and comfort their children. This
behavior can be furthered if the parent is given
approval by the clinician. However, many par
ents feel some trepidation about this part of
the visit; they may be upset, much as they would
be for their own health evaluation. Thus they
may find it very hard to tolerate a child's
protest, and may be disturbed by whatever pain
the child may experience. In addition, the
clinician is an authority figure, and even a
confident parent may feel embarrassed if a
child regresses, becomes uncooperative, and
whines during the examination.
Insecure parents must be attended to. If
such a parent views the clinician as a critical
person with whom he or she is not at ease, re
gression and uncooperativeness on the part of
the child usually make the parents uncomfortable,
often embarrassed, and at times angry. This may
set in motion a chain of dysfunctional emotional
responses: the parent may blame the child for
his or her own embarrassment. Therefore, the
child not only experiences failure in the phys
ical examination itself, but also has to bear
the parent's anger and rejection. This may
cause the child to regress even more. If the
parent then becomes more critical and less
supportive of the regressing child, a destruc
tive cycle will result which makes the health
evaluation more difficult or even impossible.
(It may also seriously impair future examina
tions.)
Frequently, a few supportive comments from
the examiner to the parent in front of the
child can help the parent to be more construc
tive and thus prevent the emergence of such
regressive spirals. It is helpful to reassure
the parent that he or she is not being blamed
for the child's behavior and that the behavior
is not abnormal. One should take care to show
concern for the child and prepare both parent
and child for each step and procedure. In the
case of a four-year-old child, for instance,
the clinician might casually tell the parent
that "Checkups can be scary. Sometimes chil
dren don't act so grown up when they are having
checkups. I don't mind if Robert wants to stay
on your lap and suck his thumb." This does not
change any of the underlying problems of the
parent's relationship with the child, but it
should help to facilitate the examination. It
might also serve as a beginning for further
discussions alone with the parent about the
parent's expectations of the child and their
relationship.
Occasionally, a parent will resort to
threats of punishment or painful procedures as
a way of coercing a child to cooperate. Such
threats may even be an ongoing element of pun
ishment for the child at home. Some threats
verge on the bizarre: "If you don't shape up,
I'll call the police!" or "I'll tell the doctor
to give you a shot if you don't stay still!"
This kind of behavior is often a sign of a
disturbed parent-child relationship. It is
very important for the clinician immediately
to ask the parent not to make such threats and
to tell the child that he or she will not be
hurt punitively. One way to state this is,
"John, while you are here there will be no
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police or punishments. I know you're feeling
scared, but I will not do anything without ex
plaining it to you first. Mrs. Denine, please
don't threaten John. It only make things worse.
I'm not mad or upset at his behavior. He is
frightened and it is hard for him to control
himself." If, in fact, John will not be re
ceiving any immunizations or having any painful
laboratory procedures, it is very helpful to
tell him explicitly that he "will not have any
shots." Later, of course, during the clinical
summary, the examiner will have to discuss this
situation further with the parent.
On rare occasions, a parent will either
threaten to or actually hit a child. The clini
cian should be firm and straightforward and take
control of the situation. It is imperative to
ask the parent to stop, to talk with the child,
and later to talk at length with the parent
alone. Nothing fancy is required. One can
simply say, "Mr. Phillips, I don't allow hitting
children in this office." If it seems appro
priate, it may help to tell Mr. Phillips that
one does not blame him for the child's behavior.
For example, one might say, "Children sometimes
become frightened during the checkup. It is
not something they can easily control. Tina
will do better if you do not hit her."
It is very important for the clinician also
to reassure the child directly that there will
be no hitting in the office. If Tina and Mr.
Phillips cannot be reasonably calm together, it
may be best for the parent to wait outside the
examining room. It may be necessary to suggest
this: "Sometimes it goes better if the parent
waits outside, Mr. Phillips, and perhaps we
should try it." Although this is in contrast
to the usual principle of having the parent be
present for the examination of a young child,
separation may improve the situation if the
parent is too upset to be helpful.
The issue of painful procedures - serious
business to clinician and patient - is thorough
ly addressed, for example on pages 229-230.
Concluding The Procedure
At the end of a painful procedure, the
patient should promptly be released from the
restraint, allowed to sit up, and reunited as
quickly as possible with his or her parent. It
is never useful to chastise a child for poor
behavior or crying. Instead, the patient should
be told clearly that it is all over. Then the
clinician can make some supportive comments
such as complimenting a child who "did a good
job" or sympathizing with the child who had a
hard time. It is a nice gesture and strongly
recommended to offer a Band-Aid to any child
who has had an injection or a procedure to draw
blood. Children as young as 18 months of age
use Band-Aids to make themselves feel better
and to reassure themselves that their body will
recover. Preschool and young school-age chil
dren also use Band-Aids as a symbol of their
ordeal and a badge of their courage.
In the situation where the child lost con
trol and was difficult to restrain, the practi
tioner should talk with the parent, in the
child's presence, after the child has calmed
down. A brief discussion of why the child at
this particular age and with his or her past
experience could not control the anxiety will
usually alleviate the parent's concern and
feelings of self-criticism.
Anyone who performs a painful procedure on
a child should realize that often the child will
not feel friendly for a while after the proced
ure and should allow the child time to smooth
out ruffled feelings. It is not useful to ask
the child to show affection or to ask to be for
given. Not infrequently, the parent wants the
child to demonstrate "good manners" and strongly
encourages the patient to say thank you and
good-bye to the health care practitioner who
gave the injection. It is helpful to the child
and parent when the clinician shows understand
ing and acceptance of the child's bad mood.
Sometimes it may help if the clinician verbal
izes the child's feelings; for example, one
might say to the child, "It sure is hard to
say thank you to someone who just gave you a
shot. I don't blame you." Then, one can tell
the parent, "I don't mind if Susan does not
want to talk to me now."
Two sections from Helen's book demonstrate
its straightforward and realistic style. In
discussing the role of the nurse-midwife, she
says : Misconception: Nurse-midwives are trying
to be "little doctors." Thus some physicians
think that nurse-midwives don't know "their
place" while some nurses think that nurse-
midwives have "sold out" to the physicians and
are, therefore, traitors to nursing.
Fact : Nurse-midwifery is a clearly defined
profession whose practitioners are educated in
two professional disciplines. Nurse-midwives
believe fervently in who they are, what they
have to offer, and what they can do. In fact,
lack of acceptance by both medicine and nursing
for years meant that the profession of nurse-
midwifery attracted only those individuals who
were highly dedicated and committed to contri
buting to the improvement and provision of
maternal -infant health care in this capacity.
Nurse-midwives are experts in the normal
childbearing cycle. They wish to be precisely
who they are and to be doing precisely what
they do - encouraging and facilitating natural,
normal childbearing processes with a minimum
of interference; educating, supporting, and
instigating personal and family growth; foster
ing self-confidence and independence; dispel
ling fear and providing an atmosphere of love
and joy (not possible when there are life-
threatening complications requiring necessary
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Changes of Address
Priscilla Halpert '27, Broadmead - L-10, 13801
York Road, Cockeysville, MD 21030
Mildred Downey Robinson '28, 6901 San Francisco
N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87109
Marion E. Russell '29, 40 Irving Ave., Apt.
1007, East Providence, RI 02914
Margaret Westbrook '30, 173 Mutton Lane, Apt. 1,
East Weymouth, MA 02189
Lois A. Bliss '31, Box 34, Lochmere, NH 03252
Xenia Beliavsky Horn '31, c/o New England Col
lege, Arundel, Sussex BN18 0DA, England
Priscilla Brooks Ward '31, 231 Polecat Road,
Glen Mills, PA 19342
Elizabeth Howl and Andrews '32, 1115 S.W. 22nd
Ave., Apt. 115, Delray Beach, FL 33445
Jean Russell Burkhard '32, 12414 Sonnet Drive,
Sun City West, AZ 85375
Marian Godehn '33, 221 6th Ave., Moline, IL
6T265"
Katherine Tierney Leahy '34, 164 Church Hill
Road, Trumbull, CT 06611
Martina C. Lynch '34, 1 Lakeshore Drive, Apt.
2A, Farmington, CT 06032
Katherine Sprague Hodgson '35, RFD 6, Southbury,
CT 06488
Anne Mac! ay Leffingwell '35, 614 S. 2nd Ave.,
Hamilton, MN 59840
Helen Thornbury Jones '36, 39 Grafton St.,
Mill bury, MA 01527
Josephine Ball Lane ex '36, 1140 Manhattan Beach
Blvd., Apt. F, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
Ovidia T. Evensen '37, Snow Berry Heights, Apt.
307, 222 S. Fifth St., Marquette, MI 49855
Virginia Hall ex'38, 342 Robin Road, Waverly,
OH 45690
Kathleen Wilson Henderson '38, 33 Morgan Circle,
Swarthmore, PA 19081
Catherine McGlennan Head ex '39, 210 Honeysuckle
Drive, Dothan, AL 36301
Carolyn M. Moran ex'39, 1225 M Custis Drive,
Apt. 820, Alexandria, VA 22302
Emma Foster Hanks '40, 104 Morris St., Box 268,
Oxford, MD 21654
Eleanor F. Voorhies '40, Box 619, Acton, MA
0T770
Nancy Cole Wallick '40, 214 High St., Collbran,
CO 81624
Edith Whitmore Wenmark '40, Route 1, Box 35AB,
Foley, AL 36b3b
Althea Davis Stadler '41, 89 Mansfield Hollow,
Mansfield Center, CT 06250
Elsie Adelson '43, Box 1472, Idyllwild, CA
9T3T5
Barbara Babcock Payne ex '43, 1509 Regency Wood
Road, Apt. 303, Richmond, VA 23229
Dorothy McGarry Stark '43, 111 Walnut Creek
Drive, Golds boro, NC 27530
Lois Weinstein Goodman ex '44, 4000 N. Charles
St., Apt. 902, Baltimore, MD 21218
Mary- Jean Sealey Janssen '44, 6 Middlesex Place,
Eatons Neck, NY IUW
Alison Stokes MacLean ex '44, 9916 Logan Drive,
Potomac, MD 20854
Britta James Stamy '44, 2722 Carey Ave.,
Cheyenne, WY 82001
Barbara Lucas Holman '45, 722 Funston Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 94118
Edith Rudd Kent '45, 8 First Ave., Montpelier,
VT 05602
Dorothy Haskins '45W, 2821 W. Cantey, Fort
Worth, TX 76109
Miriam MacMahon Kearney '45W, 810 S. 8th St.,
Fort Pierce, FL 33450
Nancy Rogers Pierson ex '45, 760 Magnolia St.,
Denver, CO 80220
Mary Bernard '46, 8415 4th Ave., Apt. B18,
Brooklyn, NY 11209
Yvette Richard Biehusen '46W, Cdr. - D.D.
Eisenhower Army Medical Center, Fort Gordon,
GA 30905
Mary Swanson Crockett '46W, 10613
Pinehurst
Drive, Austin, lexas 78747
Elouise Collier Duncan '46W, Blueberry Village,
1039 Blueberry Court, Edison, NJ 08817
Leslie Ireland Sheehan '46W, 1245 Brentwood
Drive, Reno, NV 89502
Siqne C. Kyle '47, 8645 W. Fond Du Lac, Apt. 2,
Milwaukee, WI 53224
Drusilla Poole, N.C. '47, 12018 Las Nubes, San
Antonio, TX 78233
Evelyn Hamil Shopp '47, 3382 C Punta Alta,
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
Shirley Montgomery Wilson '47, Box 3629, Kenai,
AK 99611
Mary Creech Sirch '47W, 121 MacDonald Drive,
Wayne, NJ 07470
Ellen Emerson Dean '48, 71 Giggleswick Way,
Edison, NJ 08817
Polly Penman McClure '48, 505 Grove St.,
Sewickley, PA 15143
Margaret Rogers Felmly ex '49, Division of Nurs
ing, Adirondack Community College, Glens
Falls, NY 12801
Ruth Stutchbury Rohlman '49, 16621 W. 146th St.,
Olathe, KS 66062
Faith Jensen '50, 6048 Landry N.W., Albuquer
que, NM 87120
Emily Tarver Bartels '51, 805 5th Ave. W.,
Hendersonville, NC 28739
Patricia Qua Petersdorf '51, 30 Black Oak Road,
Weston, MA 02193
Virginia Allen Lamarche ex '52, 508 _ Tuttle Ave.,
Spring Lake, NJ 07762
Ann Wurtele Lawrence ex'52, 840 Hillside Drive
E., Seattle, WA 98112
Mary Melick Johnson ex '53, Box 7273, Phoenix,
AZ 85011
Doris Wellenkamp '53, 1177 N. Ontare Road,
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Jean Findlay '54, 408 Prospect Ave., Apt. 12B,
Hartford, CT 06105
Diane D. Frost '54, 12871-C Forest Drive, Gar
den Grove, CA 92640
Evangeline Gronseth '54, 730 3d Ave., S.E.,
Minneapolis, MN 55414
Constance R. Sturim '54, 14707 Bassett Lane,
San Antonio, TX 78231
Betty Ann Ford '56, 86 Turkey Hill Lane,
Hingham, MA 02043
Jeanne Lemal Hurd '56, Box 6, Centennial, WY
82055
Gretchen Paffenbarger Minners '56, 4700 Locust
Hill Court, Bethesda, MD 20014
Vesta Kellam Rich ex'56, Flat 11B, 97 B Robinson
Road, Hong Kong, Hong Kong
El izabeth Clarke '57. 671 Buckhall Court-Bay-
tree, Mount Pleasant, SC 29464
Mary Ann Louise Durocher '57, 3300 Woodstone E.,
#313, Kalamazoo, MI 49008
Marie! Gilbert Kinsey '57, 1878 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge, MA 02140
Florence Levy '57, 965 Elms Common Drive, Apt.
305, Rocky Hill, CT 06067
Adelaide Buonocore Fazzone '58, Laurel Farm,
South St., Roxbury, CT 06783
Rhetaugh Dumas '61, NIMH, 5600 Fishers/Room
17-99, Rockville, MD 20857
Hilda Mertz '61, 135 Marlee Ave., Apt. 700,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6B 4C6
Sheila Taylor Myers '62, 800 S. Ponca, Norman,
OK 73071
Jul ina Peery Rhymes '62, 1203 Expressway 77 N.,
#345, Harlington, TX 78550
Elizabeth Z. Mayberry '63, 22031 Providencia,
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Patricia Moran Murphy '63, 2210 Eagle Rock
Drive, Houston, TX 77080
Joan Wagner Dunn '64, 904 Forest Heights Drive,
Knoxville, TN 37919
Anna Pearl Rains '64, 7614 Beaudelaire, Galves-
ton, TX 77551
Jean Dunham Goss '65, 2-3-6 Maebara Nishi,
Funabashi Shi 274, Japan
Roberta K. Spurgeon '65, 16259 Oakhill Road,
Cleveland Heights, OH 44146
Karen Stolte '65, 3105 Orlando Road, Oklahoma
City, OK 73120
Margaret A. Field ex '66, Box 631, Greenport,
NY 11944
Elaine Kiviniemi Motte '66, 3413 Avocado St.,
Riverside, CA 92507
Maryann Pranulis '67, 239 Sierra Vista Ave.,
Mountain View, CA 94043
Nancy S. Holmes '68, 940 36th St., Sacramento,
CA 95816
Mary Jane Kennedy '68, 76 Edwards St., New
Haven, CT 06511
Jane Brown '69, 22 Saville St., Cambridge, MA
0TI38
Barbara Geach '69, Van Pelt College, 3909 Spruce
St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
Mary Correa '70, 1307 Stonemill Court, Cincinnati,
OH 45215
Carolyn T. Glenn '71, 77 Appl eton St., Boston,
MA 02116
Catherine Strachan Lindenberg '71, 4848 N. 26th
St. , Arlington, VA 22207
El izabeth B. Akana ex'72, 110 Neptune Drive,
Newark, DE 19711
Ruth Burton '72, 41 Radike Road, R.D. 3,
Randolph, NJ 07869
Frances Lopez Bushnell '72, 55 Cedarwood Road,
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
Judith Mayes '72, 15 Chatham Place, White
Plains, NY 10605
Virginia Nehring '72, 8824 Goddard Place,
Boise, ID 83704
Marjorie Murphy Ragan '72, 3312 Woodburn
Village Drive, Apt. 21, Annandale, VA 22003
Beckett Rodgers '72, 34 Johnny Cake Hill Road,
Old Lyme, CT 06371
Carole McKenzie '73, 1161 Pittsford Circle,
James Island, SC 29412
Mary Tapager Wigodsky '73, 2749 Country Club
Road, Winston-Salem, NC 27104
Mary Baker '74, 51 Oxford Drive, Norwich, CT
06360
Mary Geary '74, 10 S.W. 23rd Drive, Gainesville,
FL 32607
Carol Lasater Howe '74, Univ. of Oregon, Health
Science Center, 3181 S.W. Sam Jackson,
Portland, OR 97201
Carol Hutton '74, 7188 S.W. 2nd Place, Davie,
FL 33317
Patricia Mulhearn Mell en '74, 14 Shaw Ave.,
Rockland, ME 04841
Candace O'Brien '74, 2903 Monterey Court,
Springfield, PA 19064
Carolyn Cole '75, 1112 Moorestown Circle,
Decatur, GA 30033
Penny Pierce '75, 2174 Stone Drive, Ann Arbor,
MI 48105
Nancy Strafford-Hesko '75, 22 Three Village
Lane, Setauket, NY 11733
L. Ann Traub '75, 20 Riveredge, Milford, CT
06460
Carol Battin '76, 88 Milton St., Fairfield, CT
06430
Janice Giaparda Davey '76, 15 Woodbine St.,
Hamden, CT 06517
Linda Goodhart '76, 2 Sycamore Lane, Palmyra,
PA 17078
Janet Kinney '76, 17104 Kenyon Road, Shaker
Heights, OH 44120
Mary G. Morrow '76, 1121 Albion, Apt. 805,
Denver, CO 80262
Cecelia Mukai '76, 2123 Eluwene St., Honolulu,
Hawaii 96819
Ann K. Nakamoto '76, 2649 Varsity Place, #412,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96826
Victoria Wirth '76, 8 Elizabeth St., Branford,
CT 06405
Glenn S. Eckblad '77, 27360 Parkview Boulevard,
Apt. 3314, Warren, MI 48092
Wendy Gerol Frost '77, 425 Bel Air Drive, Glen-
view, IL 60025
Sara Knight '77, 1703A S. Hayes St., Arlington,
VA 22202
Shirley J. Paine ex'77, 953 W. 20th St.,
Merced, CA 95340
Susan Pennington '77, 21 Hobart Lane, North
Amherst, MA 01059
Linda Carter Ake '78, 40 Park St., Apt. 3,
Newton, MA 02158
John Archer '78, Smith Level Road, D-7, The
Villages, Carrboro, NC 27510
Mary Chaucer-Hatton '78, R.F.D. 1, Richmond,
VT 05477
Harriet Fellows '78, 2081 S.E. Hideaway Circle,
Port St. Lucie, FL 33459
Kenneth Gould ex '78, 20 Westwood St., Newton,
MA 02165
Beverly Dixon Shell '78, Box 202, Badin, NC
2"8009
Karen White '78, 1014 West Blvd., Rapid City,
SD 57701
Gail Briceland '79, 109 Baldwin Circle, Lynch
burg, VA 24502
Joe Paul Canchola ex'79, 1582 Nuthatch, Sunny
vale, CA 94087
Terri Clark '79, 86 Russell St., New Haven, CT
06513
Andre deLisser '79, 83 Coachlight Square,
Montrose, NY 10548
Dawn Lee Ferguson '79, 8617 Sacramento Drive,
Alexandria, VA 22309
Julie Blank Folio '79, Intervale Road, R.F.D. 3,
Bristol, CT 06010
Patricia S. Francis ex'79, 18314 Florwood Ave.,
Torrance, CA 90504
John Grady ex'79, no address available
Betsy Greig '79, 15 Homeland Terrace, Hamden,
CT 06517
Ann J. Higdon ex'79, 194 Schrade Road, Briar-
cliff Manor, NY 10510
Linda Levi ex'79, 100 Washington St., #6J,
Hempstead, NY 11550
Pat Minard '79, 315 Concord Road, Marlboro, MA
0T752
Karen Monti e '79, 25930 Narbonne Ave., Apt. 125,
Lomita, CA 90717
Tuyet Nguyen ex'79, 627 N. St. Andrews, Los
Angeles, CA 90004
Shirley Robinson ex'79, 148 Seaton Road, Apt. 3,
Stamford, CT 06902
Sasha Slayton '79, 1234 Beaconsfield Road,
Grosse Pointe Park, MI 48230
Deborah Acker '80, 1431 E. Madison, Apt. 1,
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
Gordon Campbell '80, 16 Spencer St., Orono,
ME 04473
Nedine Press Campbell '80, 16 Spencer St.,
Orono, ME 04473
Sharon Christopher '80, c/o Diane McLaughlin,
730 W. 183d St., New York, NY 10033
Carol Crawford '80, 303 Highland Ave., Newton,
MA 02165
Karen Dahlgard '80, 144 Westwood Ave., New
Haven, CT 06511
Deborah Disco '80, 425 E. Clinton Ave., Hunts-
ville, AL 35801
Margaret Fl inter '80, 2 Chapel St., Woodmont,
CT 06460
David Johnson '80, 1431 E. Madison, Apt. 1,
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
Dorothy Kent '80, 607 W. Park Ave., Apt. 11,
Libertyville, IL 60048
Joan Monchak '80, 1725 Jefferson St., Lincoln,
NB 68502
Marie Rawlings '80, 8001 Mandan Road, #T-3,
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Heather Reynolds '80, 175-08 145th Drive,
Springfield Gardens, NY 11434
Ellen Rubin '80, 258 Golah Road, West Rush,
NY 14587
Kathleen Ryerson '80, P.O. Box 13, Fort
Defiance, AZ 86504
Susan Schnitter '80, 5230 Fifth Ave., Apt. 403,
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
Sally Solomon '80, 421 14th St., S.W., Albuquer-
que, NM 87102
Susan Sumner '80, 35 Audubon Road, #507, Wey
mouth, MA 02188
Thomas Weaver '80, 22 Irving St., New Haven,
CT 06511
ALSO:
Jean Butler '50, Walden Three, #62, Granite
Road, Guilford, CT 06437

machines, and medical and/or surgical interven
tion).
Nurse-midwives have the best of two worlds
-
nursing and medicine. Nurse-midwives are
neither sell-outs nor traitors to either. In
stead, they realistically recognize the need
for the support of both the nursing and medical
professions in order for real growth in nurse-
midwifery to take place. For the sake of the
mothers and babies who will benefit from it,
nurse-midwives continue to seek accord with
both, (page 22)
The special skills of the nurse-midwife
are shown in a section on support during labor.
Bodily and Supportive Care of the Woman
Purpose of Supportive Care
One of the hallmarks of a nurse-midwife is
the constant care she/he gives the woman through
out labor. This does not mean remote control
management of the woman but, rather, an active
and participating presence in the room both to
manage the care of the woman obstetrically and
to provide or facilitate the provision of in
dicated supportive care. Women's horror stories
of being left alone in fear and in pain without
knowing what was going on, with only an hourly
check of the blood pressure and fetal heart tone
and a "mashing" of her abdomen for comfort and
company, are anathema to the nurse-midwife.
This sort of trauma experienced by a woman in
labor may have a negative psychological affect
upon her for the rest of her life and upon her
relationship with the child whom she may see
as the causative factor for her trauma.
In order to provide supportive care one
must know how to do so. Otherwise the care
taker becomes frustrated in not knowing how to
help the woman in labor and uncomfortable with
the woman's suffering, with the end result being
that the caretaker removes her/his self from the
situation by leaving the room. From this comes
the horror stories and the trauma experienced
by women. Supportive care during labor miracu
lously changes this entire scenario. The
dramatic effects relate not only to the woman's
psyche but also to the physiological effects on
the fetus who benefits from less medication and
a naturally shorter labor. It has been said
that effective supportive care is worth 100 to
200 milligrams of Demerol, two to three hours
of labor duration, and uncountable psychological
benefits.
Lesser and Keane identified five needs of
a woman in labor as follows:
1. bodily or physical
2. sustaining human presence
3. rel ief from pain
4. acceptance of attitudes and behavior
5. information and reassurance of a safe out
come for herself and her baby.
The listing of support and comfort measures
include specific actions for meeting these five
needs. By implementing these you become at
least one sustaining human presence for the
woman. The basis for which support and com
fort measures to implement, and when and where,
lies in your observations of the woman, the
mutual accord between you and she as to what
might be helpful, and where she states her dis
comfort/pain is. Inherent in this is the ac
ceptance of the woman's attitudes and behavior
with the philosophical belief that whatever she
is doing is the best that she is capable of at
that moment. This requires patience and under
standing on your part and perseverance in your
efforts to help her. She so desperately needs
positive input - not negative reactions
- in
order to continue coping with her condition and
situation and to have a sense of satisfaction
afterwards .
The support and comfort measures that em
phasize explanations and teachings and meeting
of the woman's need for information are a means
of breaking the fear-tension-pain syndrome
described by Dick-Read. This vicious cycle
occurs when fear causes both mental and muscu
lar tension, which in turn causes pain, which
in turn increases fear, and so forth. Dick-
Read advocated breaking this cycle with educa
tion to reduce fear, combined with exercises
geared towards further facilitating muscular
relaxation. Subsequent natural psychoprophy
lactic methods of childbearing vary in the em
phasis of their preparatory muscular and breath
ing exercises but all educate the woman as to
the processes occurring within her body and the
means to facilitate her coping with them, there
by reducing fear.
The following listing of support and com
fort measures describes in some detail the
what-to-dos. Of equal importance is determin
ing how-to-do the what-to-dos in terms of pur
pose, approach, implementation, and expectations
of results. Five of these considerations are:
1. The support and comfort measures that are
listed constitute an armamentarium from which
to choose. Not all women need all of these
measures. Some women will respond to none of
them. Some women will find some measures help
ful and others irritating. Which are consider
ed helpful and which are considered irritating
will vary from woman to woman. You can but try
each that may be indicated and seek validation
from the woman as to its helpfulness. Ask. Do
not go strictly on the woman's behavior, espe
cially if nonresponsive, as you can misinter
pret her behavior. Ask if a certain measure
is helping or not and if she wants you to con
tinue it. Use your knowledge of labor pro
cesses, combine this with the woman's need-
for-help, learn from each experience with a
laboring woman, and think up support and com
fort measures other than those listed here.
Do not be limited by books and articles; use
your intelligence, ingenuity, and compassion.
2. Define your purpose, that is, what you are
trying to accomplish with your support and
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comfort measures and care of a woman. One such
statement of purpose would be to facilitate the
efforts of the woman to cope effectively with,
and function capably in response to, the de
mands being placed upon her by virtue of her
condition and situation.
3. How you talk with a woman in labor may deter
mine your effectiveness with her. It does no
good to give her instructions or coach her with
her breathing if she can't hear you. The advent
of a contraction is also the advent of her total
mental concentration being directed towards her
response to that contraction. For the unpre
pared women in particular this concentration
and response may be one of fear and bodily ten
sion and pain. You will need to "break through"
or "break into" this mind set. To do so re
quires your speaking with a degree of authority
and firmness with enough vocal timbre and pro
jection in your voice to be heard. Whispering,
unless directly into her ear (which most women
find irritating), is useless. Soft-spoken in
structions from a distance (i.e., across the
room, from the foot of the bed) are also a
waste of breath. This does not mean, however,
that you should shout or yell at the woman.
This is equally useless, only heightening the
woman's sense of aloneness and pain, and is non-
helpful and intolerable behavior towards a woman
in labor.
4. The key to success in supportive care is
your own involvement. Involvement means facili
tating others in their support as well as doing
things yourself. There are times that you will
be as exhausted, or more so, than the woman
after the delivery because you have breathed,
rubbed, and pushed with her throughout her labor
in addition to all your other responsibilities.
Supportive care demands your presence if you
are the one giving it. You cannot simply make
an hourly visit and then conduct supportive
care from afar with a string of orders. This
does not mean, however, that you are the only
one capable of giving supportive care. Far
from it. Use others - nursing staff and signi
ficant others. Involve them so that each feels
the importance of her/his contribution in the
totality of the management of the care of the
woman through childbirth.
5. Be realistic in your expectations of what
you can accomplish with your support and com
fort measures. It is unrealistic to think you
can take away all the woman's discomfort/pain
and make her a fully-capable, blissfully-happy
mother-to-be throughout her labor. While it is
true that some women, especially prepared women,
do well in coping effectively with their labor,
are well in control of themselves and measures
that relieve their discomfort, and respond with
relief and gratitude to everything you do, there
are other women, usually unprepared, who will
scream, thrash, and writhe their way painfully
and miserably through labor and seemingly get
no relief from anything you do, no matter what
you do. Don't feel you have failed. If you
talk with her about her experience the next
day she probably will tell you that your per
severance, which give her a sustaining human
presence, meant everything to her.
Allow for individual attitudes and be
havior. In some cultures women are supposed
to scream during labor in order to atone for
their sins. The more, and louder, and longer
the screaming the more sins are atoned for.
Other women try to be stoics when what they
really need is to be encouraged to yell at the
peak of hard contractions. Each woman comes
into labor with her own set of expectations,
fears, preparation, pain threshold, personality
and behavioral makeup, and way of experiencing
what is happening to her. You must adapt to
her, not her to you, and quickly learn her in
dividuality in order to facilitate her coping
efforts as you manage her care for an optimally
safe outcome for herself and her baby. (pp. 196-9)
The book includes chapters on the history
of nurse-midwifery, management of antepartum,
as well as complete discussions of contraception
and family planning. In an innovative design,
a last section of skills - venipuncture, making
a wet smear of vaginal secretions, pudental
block - provides clear and quick reference.
YSN can feel proud to be associated with
two such outstanding works. They exemplify
the best of education - candid, precise, broad-
ranging sharing of practical information and
thoughts - and reject jargon and obfuscation.
Congratulations to the hard-working authors!!
FACULTY NEWS
New Faculty 1980-1981
Carol Battin: BSN Cornell Univ.-N.Y.
Hospital; MSN Yale (a lecturer this year; for
merly courtesy faculty); FNP Lecturer in C-H
Nursing - is Adult Nurse Practitioner at Fair
Haven Clinic.
Tom Cook: BSN Loyola Univ., MSN St. Louis
Univ.; PNP Certification, Albany Med. College;
Asst. Prof. , C-H Nursing.
Brian Forsyth: MB Glasgow Univ. (Scotland);
Robert Wood Johnson Fellow, at Med. School now
Lecturer in Pediatric Nursing.
Bonny Johnson: BSN Cornell Univ.-N.Y.
Hospital; MSN Yale; Lecturer in Med. -Surg.
Nursing.
Elizabeth Magenheimer: BSN Villanova, MSN
Yale (a lecturer this year; formerly courtesy
faculty); FNP, Lecturer in Community Health
and Maternal -Newborn Nursing; is FNP and CNM
in Fair Haven CI inic.
Mary Kate McHugh: BSN Univ. Pa.; MSN St.
Louis Univ. is a CNM; instructor in Maternal
Newborn Nursing.
Barbara Munro: BSN Univ. Rhode Island;
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MSN Univ. Rhode Island; Ph.D. Educational
Psychology, UConn.; Asst. Prof .-Research.
Dottie Needham: BSN Univ. Okla.; MSN Yale;
PNP, Lecturer in Adolescent and Pediatric Nurs
ing.
Linda Norton: RN Misericordia Hosp. School
of Nsg., Bronx; BS Mercy College, Dobbs Ferry;
MSN Yale; Instructor in Med. -Surg. Nursing.
Carole Passarelli : BS Simmons College; MS
UConn.; Instructor in Pediatric Nursing.
Joy Saunders: Diploma in Nsg., Grace New
Haven; BS Univ. Bridgeport; MS Hunter, ME
Teachers College, Ph.D. candidate, Teachers
College; Asst. Prof., Med. -Surg. Nursing.
Nadine Schwab: BSN Boston College; MPH
Columbia; Lecturer in Pediatric Nursing.
Julie Trepeta: BA Simmons; MSN Yale; PNP
and Lecturer in C-H Nursing.
Heidi von Koss: BSN Univ. Michigan; MS
(parent-child nursing) Univ. Michigan; Instruc
tor in Pediatric Nursing.
Kerry Williamson: RN St. Francis Hospital
School of Nursing; BA Central Conn. State Col
lege; MSN Yale; Lecturer in Psychiatric Nursing.
**» Walter Zawalich: BS
(Zoology) Univ. Mass . ;
Ph.D. (Physiology) Flor
ida State Univ.; Post
doctoral , Wash. Univ. ,
St. Louis; Asst. Prof.
in 3-year program - teach
ing sciences. Since
arriving at YSN in the
summer, Walter has re
ceived notice of two
grant awards: a Research
Career Development Award
and one from the National Institute of Arthritis,
Metabolism and Digestive Diseases, to continue
his research on Carbohydrate Regulation of
Insulin Secretion. He will be concentrating on
the effects of exercise and diet on the insulin-
producing beta cells in the pancreas.
Other Faculty News
. . .Judy Krauss and Donna Piers at American
Association of Colleges of Nursing Executive
Development Series in Richmond, end of October.
...Dean Diers spoke to Nursing Grand Rounds,
Fair Oaks Hospital, New Jersey (at the instiga
tion of Michal Hellenbrand '78, Associate Direc
tor of Nursing), at Beth Israel Hospital, Bos
ton (at the instigation of Eileen Hodgman '68),
and at the Sigma Theta Tau Writing Workshop in
Philadelphia.
. . .Mary A] ice Johnson, Instructor/Nurse-
Mi dwifTwTTrTe_Tel[chTng a course at Yale's
Pierson College students on "Women's Health
and Health Care", spring term in the College
Seminar Series.
. . .Ann Slavinsky '67, has been appointed a
Fellow of Berkeley College by the University.
Each of the residential colleges at Yale have
associated with them a number of outstanding
faculty members from many disciplines who
interact with the students. By attending the
activities of their assigned colleges, and hav
ing meals with students, the Fellows are a
valuable resource and help to the students,
providing a wide range of interests, vision
and experience. Ann is Associate Professor in
Research at YSN and Chairperson of the 3-year
program.
. . .Perry Ann Moritz, Research Associate,
Nursing Nutrition Project, YSN, was among the
faculty presenting seminars at Chautauqua '80,
the national program of continuing education
for Registered Nurses. Her two presentations
were entitled: "Coping Strategies and the
Person with Cancer" and "Impaired Nutrition
in Persons with Cancer: Causation, Identifica
tion, Management".
From the Psych program:
. . .Doris Banchik '74, Chairperson of Psychia
tric-Mental Health Nursing Program, was appoint
ed Chairperson of The Council of Graduate Pro
gram Directors in Psychiatric-Mental Health
Nursing in the June meeting. She will be pre
senting a keynote paper entitled, "Psychiatric
Assessment - A Multidimensional Approach" in
Washington, D.C. on October 31, 1980. She
participated in a series of film strips on
Psychopathology which were released in Septem
ber, 1980, by Concepts Media.
. . .Berta A. Mejia, Assistant Professor Child
Psychiatric Nursing, was inaugurated as Presi
dent of The Hispanic Nurses' Association in
September. She is also the coordinator of the
regional chapter of The Advocates for Child
Psychiatric Nursing. She attended the Black
Nurses' Association convention in September and
was written up in The Post-Tribune, Thursday,
September 4, 1980, following a personal inter
view. She also provided consultation to The
National Council of La Raza's advisory council
about recruitment and retention of students in
the health care professions. She also pro
vided consultation to St. Elizabeth's Hospital
in Washington, D.C.
...Barbara-Jean Sullivan '76, Assistant Pro
fessor Psychiatric Nursing, presented a paper
entitled "Psychological Adjustment to Diabetes
in Adolescence" during a conference sponsored
by Advocates for Child Psychiatric Nursing,
Inc., in September in New Haven.
Community Health Nursing Faculty activities:
At American Public Health Association
meetings in Detroit: Ruth Knollmueller, Assist
ant Professor presented a paper, "Supervision:
A Weakened Link in Community Nursing Practice";
John Ginnetti , Assistant Professor/Family Nurse
Practitioner also attended. At ANA Primary
Care Council Conference in Philadelphia: Debbie
Ward '77, Assistant Professor; Betsy Greig '79,
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Instructor, John Ginnetti , Dorothy Baker,
Lecturer (all family nurse practitioner faculty)
attended .
Dorothy Sexton, Chairperson of the Medical -
Surgical Nursing Program accepts an award of
appreciation from Connecticut Lung Association
President Carl F. Hinz, Jr., M.D., during the
Association's Annual Meeting. She was honored
for volunteering her expertise and time to
foster CLA's patient education program, as well
as other programs.
Dorothy has a new book published: Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease: Care of the
Child and Adult, St. Louis: C.V. Mosby Company,
1981. (Available in November 1980.)
STUDENT NEWS
Sarah Kellar '81 (second year medical-
surgical nursing program) is the recipient of
one of the pulmonary nursing fellowships award
ed annually by the American Lung Association.
Sarah - a native of Pittsfield, MA re
ceived her BSN at Northeastern University
(Boston). Before coming to YSN, Sarah was a
charge nurse in the cardio-pulmonary SICU, and
most recently a clinician in the division of
thoracic surgery at Albany Medical Center.
Jim Fernicola '82, and his wife Vicki,
had a baby girl on September 5th.
Becki Reed '82, a Community Health student,
has been chosen a Freshman counselor for the
current year. She lives in a dorm on the Old
Campus, and has 18 freshmen Yale students for
whom she is responsible. She is a resource
person, who is a key to the orientation and
settling in of new students to the Yale campus
1 i fe .
Profile of new students entering 2-year
program this Fall -














3 with children here
ALUMNAE/I NEWS
Three YSN alumnae were installed into the
American Academy of Nursing in September 1980
in Dallas: Ruth G. Elder '60, Mary Elizabeth
Hill ia^-d '58, end Angela Barron McBride '63.
The American Academy of Nursing was established
in 1973 by the A.N. A. to advance new concepts
of nursing care and to identify and explore
issues in health care as they affect nursing,
as well as to offer solutions to issues con
fronting nursing and health.
Roslyn Ruggiero Elms '63 MSN has been
appointed Professor and Director of the Master
of Science in Nursing Program at the Massachu
setts General Hospital Institute for the Health
Professions, effective January 1, 1981. Her
appointment was announced in late September by
Julian Haynes, Provost of the Institute.
The Institute is a new corporation formed
to provide post basic education in various
health professions, based at Mass General
Hospital. Eventually, programs will be offer
ed in nursing, diet therapy, physical therapy,
audiology and several other fields. The nurs
ing program will be the largest.
Roz is the director of the new program to
begin in September 1981, which is modeled in
many ways after Yale's three year Master's Pro
gram for College Graduates. College graduates
who are not nurses will be admitted to a three-
year sequence of course work which will pre
pare them in basic nursing and in certain ad
vanced specialty areas.
Roz is a graduate of the class of 1963 in
psychiatric nursing at Yale, has held faculty
positions at Yale, Texas Women's University
and California State University at Sacramento.
She was acting director of the Sacramento
State program for one term. She holds a Ph.D.
from University of California, Berkeley.
The new Mass General nursing program will
be innovative and non-traditional and Yale is
proud and pleased that one of her alumnae has
been appointed to make it work!
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1946W = 35 years
1951 = 30 years
1956 = 25 years
1961 = 20 years
1966 = 15 years
1971 = 10 years
1976 = 5 years
CIRCLEHHE DATES
Rhoda Lee Sun '58, has had a book published:
HEALTH SERVICES IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA, (c. 1980 Schenkman Publishing Co., Cam
bridge, MA). Rhoda has close intellectual and
personal links to both U.S. and China, and now
that communication between the two countries
has opened up, professionals in many fields are
exchanging ideas and experiences. It is her
belief that the West may learn a great deal
from the example of health care in China.
Rhoda has been highly honored in both countries
for her work in nursing - and she is dedicated
to the improvement of relations between America
and China.
Rhoda writes us: "All told, I have spent
around five months in China. The first portion
of my stay was devoted
to helping the Boston
Ballet with their highly
successful tour of China.
In the meantime I was
able to establish con
tacts with officials in
many governmental depart
ments.
The majority of my
/stay
was in Nanjing,
where I lead classes in
I Ik Bnt advanced nursing training
for three months. The
basic objective of the program was to reestab
lish the nursing system as a nationally acknow
ledged profession. I also worked to get China's
nursing profession into the world scene, by
obtaining scholarships for study abroad. I
have made much headway in getting China's mem
bership in the ICN.
My work in China has been very rewarding.
China's nursing has made great strides towards
modernization. I am honored to be a part of
it, but I also had the chance to collect more
material on China's health care system."
Class Notes
Mary Jeanne Ungburg '43 was honored recently
at a retirement dinner in Greenwich, Conn.
She has been director of Nathaniel Wither-
all Nursing Home making it famous for
excellent care, beautiful surroundings and
gracious atmosphere.
Edith Ann Linqle Hollan '46W, a burn care
nurse in the U.S. Army Institute of Surgi
cal Research at Brooke Army Medical Center,
was recently promoted to GS-11. She is one
of the nurses who helped the four service
men injured in the aborted Iran hostage
rescue attempt this past April.
Jean Butler '50 started her new job in October
as Director of Patient Care Services at the
Connecticut Hospice.
Emily Tarver Bartels '51 taking refresher
course and plans to return to active nurs
ing practice in Hendersonville, NC.
Lorraine Hall '58 is involved in the alcohol
treatment program at the Roger Williams
Hospital in Providence. Their fresh ap
proach to dealing with the alcohol problem
is by identifying the problem drinkers
among admissions (though other symptoms
may have brought them in), and guiding them
to appropriate people for help.
Sandra Regenie Haldeman '69 was recently
married .
Beckett Rodgers '72 - had a son born on Septem
ber 9, 1980.
Eileen Korman '73, is to be congratulated for
the Class newsletter which she compiled and
sent out to her classmates this Fall. A
super way of keeping up with one's own
cohorts - a suggestion other classes might
pick up!
Pat Harris '74, Clinical Specialist in Pedia
trics at the Visiting Nurse Home Care Asso
ciation, Indianapolis, Ind.
October visitors at YSN from class of 1975:
Cynthia Thompson and Nancy Strafford Hesko with
her daughter.
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Carolyn Glenn '71 - new position: Executive
Director of Newton-Well esl ey VNA.
At meetings in Boston in October: Donna met
Susan Sumner '80, Barbara Levine '77, Ginny
Tay '75, Carol Garant '73, and Carolyn
Glenn '71. An unplanned mini-reunion!!
Penny Pierce '75 started in doctoral program at
University of Michigan in September.
Celia Mukai '76 had a son born in January, 1980.
She returned to Hawaii in Fall of 1980.
Glenn Eckblad '77 graduated from Michigan State
University School of Osteopathic Medicine in
June 1980.
Nancy McLean Holdren '77 had a son, Owen, born
June 7, 1980.
Gretchan Mosman '77 changed jobs, now is Senior
Nurse Clinician/Director of Nursing at the
Capitol Region Mental Health Center in Hart
ford, and is hoping to start doctoral program
in Medical Anthropology at UConn. in January.
Sarah Potter '77 is an FNP in Wal k-in-Cl inic
at Bellevue Hospital, New York City.
George Rand '77 is an FNP in North Central Bronx
Medical Center.
Nancy Kraus '78 married to Fred Dettmer (Yale
Law '78) on June 21. Attended: Sarah Cohn,
Deb Harrison, Janet Taft, Liz Vitale and
Mary Chaucer-Hatton.
Clyde and Jo Sanchez '78 report a new addition
to their family, a boy, Arthur born in April.
Clyde is on the faculty of the College of
Nursing, University of New Mexico, Albuquer
que.
Martha Driessnack '79 was married to Joseph Hill
on October 11th in Washington, D.C.
Karen Suchanek '79 had a son born September 5,
1980.
Gordy and Nedine Press Campbell '80 had a baby
girl, Toby Potter Campbell, born August 7th.
Gordy, FNP job in Bangor, Maine - Family
Practice Residency Program at Eastern Maine
Medical Center.
In Memoriam
Jeannette Moore '32 - deceased August 19,
1980.
The! ma F. Laird '35 deceased July 3, 1980.
Mary Luise Henry McFarland '37
- deceased June
9, 1980.
Janice Maltby Thelen '44
- deceased September
28, 1980.
Olwen M. Jones ex'46W deceased June 18, 1980.
Phyllis Burdette Parton '47
- deceased August
8, 1980.
Greta Schnell Dahnke '51 - deceased June 5,
1980.
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Return by Mary C. Col well
May 1, 1981 to: Yale School of Nursing
855 Howard Avenue
P.O. Box 3333
New Haven, CT 06510
NOMINATION
FOR DISTINGUISHED ALUMNA/US AWARD
TO BE PRESENTED BY THE ALUMNAE/I ASSOCIATION ON JUNE 5, 1981
All YSN Alumnae/i are invited to send in a nomination. These awards have become an
exciting part of our annual Alumnae/i Weekend. Names suggested each year are kept
over and considered with other suggestions each succeeding year.
Criteria for eligibility for nomination:




Research in clinical nursing
Commu n i ty/Soc i ety
YSN Growth and Development
Explanation:
1. The achievement or contribution is beyond the normal expectations
of the activity or position.
2. The achievement or contribution is unique and innovative having
more than local impact.
3. Service to YSN/Community/Profession is continuous and sustaining.
4. The activity(ies) contribute(s) to the development of new
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